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Abstract 
We study the computational complexity of various inverse problems in discrete tomography. 
These questions are motivated by demands from the material sciences for the reconstruction of 
crystalline structures from images produced by quantitative high resolution transmission electron 
microscopy. 
We completely settle the complexity status of the basic problems of existence (data con- 
sistency), uniqueness (determination), and reconstruction of finite subsets of the d-dimensional 
integer lattice Zd that are only accessible via their line sums (discrete X-rays) in some pre- 
scribed finite set of lattice directions. Roughly speaking, it buns out that for all d 22 and 
for a prescribed but arbitrary set of m > 2 pairwise nonparallel lattice directions, the problems 
are solvable in polynomial time if m = 2 and are N P-complete (or N $-equivalent) otherwise. 
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1. Introduction 
The inverse problem of reconstructing a density function from a set of measured val- 
ues of its Radon transform or X-ray transform is of fundamental practical importance. 
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The most prominent use of related techniques is in computer tomography, as a tool in 
medical diagnosis. The mathematics of this problem involving continuous data employs 
various tools from analysis, has been extensively studied, and is quite well understood; 
see [20]. 
The articles [ 17,241 describe a new technique, based on high resolution transmission 
electron microscopy, which can effectively measure the number of atoms lying on each 
line in certain directions. It is called QUANTITEM (QJantitative AJalysis of The 
information from Transmission Electron Microscopy). The goal is to use QUANTITEM 
to reconstruct crystalline structures. Mathematically, this is the inverse problem of 
reconstructing certain discrete density functions from their discrete X-ray transforms. 
The discrete nature of the data changes the mathematics involved quite drastically. 
The basic question is the following. Suppose 69 is a class of finite subsets of the 
d-dimensional integer lattice Z d. Is it possible to reconstruct a member of 9 from 
measurements of the number of its points lying on each line parallel to one of a finite 
prescribed set of directions specified by nonzero vectors in Zd, that is, from its discrete 
X-rays in a finite set of lattice directions? The present paper presents a comprehen- 
sive study of the computational complexity of the underlying algorithmic problems 
CONSISTENCY, UNIQUENESS, and RECONSTRUCTION, formally introduced in Section 2. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some notation, gives some 
algorithmic basics, formulates the main problems, and states the main results. Sections 3 
and 4 study the problems of consistency and uniqueness in detail. The final Section 5 
contains some additional results, concluding remarks, and open problems. 
2. Definitions, preliminaries, data structures, and main results 
For a set A, we denote by [AI, lin A, dim A, and convA the cardinality, linear 
span, dimension, and convex hull of A, respectively. The symbol IIA represents the 
characteristic function of A. 
If 5 E R, then [<l signifies the smallest integer greater than or equal to 5. 
For k, d E N with k <d - 1, let Yk,d be the set of all k-dimensional subspaces 
in d-dimensional Euclidean space IEd. If S E .9k,d, then Sl denotes the orthogonal 
complement of S. Clearly S’ E yd_k,d. 
Let F be a finite subset of IEd, let S E Y k,d, and let d(S) denote the set of all 
k-dimensional affine subspaces of [Ed that are parallel to S. The (discrete) k-dimensional 
X-ray of F parallel to S is the function XsF : d(S) + N,I = N U (0) defined by 
XsF(T) = IF n TI = c IF(~), 
XET 
for T E d(S). The mapping that associates with every SE yk,d the X-ray XsF might 
be called the discrete k-plane transform of F, and, when k = 1 or k = d - 1, the 
discrete X-ray transform or discrete Radon transform of F, respectively, by analogy 
with the terms commonly used for the continuous versions of these transforms. 
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The present paper focuses on the case k = 1, though some results for general k 
can be derived from those presented here. A l-dimensional X-ray provides line sums 
that count the number of elements of a finite set on each line parallel to a particular 
l-dimensional subspace. For convenience, we sometimes refer to an X-ray in a di- 
rection; this means an X-ray parallel to the l-dimensional subspace parallel to this 
direction. From now on, S will always be in 9’l,d. 
If we parametrize d(S), we can regard XsF as a function on the corresponding 
parameter space. For instance, since d(S) = {y + S: y E S’}, the X-ray of F parallel 
to S can be regarded as a function on Sl. Then XsF is in effect the projection, counted 
with multiplicity, of F on SI. 
Most of our results extend to arbitrary finite subsets of [Ed, but we shall focus on 
finite subsets of a lattice, a subset of Ed that consists of all integer combinations of 
a fixed set of d linearly independent vectors. Any lattice in [Ed is the image of the 
integer lattice Zd under a nonsingular linear transformation, so we can use the affine 
nature of the problems we consider to restrict all considerations to Zd. Of course, such 
a restriction is only possible if the corresponding lattice is known explicitly, but this 
is the case for the crystalline structures that are to be determined by QUANTITEM. 
Let Pd denote the class of all finite subsets of Zd. We call such sets lattice sets. 
Note that any FE 9’ is uniquely determined by a single X-ray XsF if the line S 
intersects Zd in the origin alone, and F can be reconstructed (using the power of the 
reals) from this X-ray. In practice, however, images of reasonable resolution cannot 
be produced by QUANTITEM in this situation. We therefore consider only X-rays 
parallel to some S E Tpl,d, where gt,d denotes the subset of yr,d spanned by a vector 
v E Zd\{O}. We call such a vector a lattice direction. 
The natural model of computation is the usual binary Turing machine model; see 
[ 11, 161. This model will be employed throughout the paper. Suppose that F E 9”ld and 
S E Ti,d. For each T E d(S) such that F n T # 8, choose a point XT E F n T. The set 
X = {(xr,XsF(T)): T E d(S)} 
is a subset of Zd x N that provides a suitable encoding of the X-ray XsF. The set X 
is an example of what we call an X-set for S. We define this formally as follows. 
An arbitrary subset X of Zd x No will be called consistent (with respect to S) if 
(z~,rl),(Z~,r2)EXAZ, fS’Z2 +s =+ rt =z2. 
If X is consistent, it is called a representation of XsF if 
T E d(S) AXsF( T) # 0 =+ 3(z, z) E X: T = z + S r\XsF(z + S) = z. 
Further, X c Zd x No is called irredundant with respect to S if 
(z,r)EX =+ r>o, 
(zl,7l),(Z2,72)EXh +s=z2+s * (zl,zl)=(z2,z2). 
We call an it-redundant representation of XsF a graph of XsF, since it facilitates a one- 
to-one parametrization of those lines in Z&!(S) which intersect F. 
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Finally, a finite irredundant set is called an X-set for S. Such a set can be regarded 
as a particular sparse encoding of the function f : d(S) --f No defined by 
z 
f(T)= 
if 3(z, Z) EX: z E T, 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, consistency and irredundancy of a given finite set X c Zd x 
efficiently and, if necessary, points can be deleted to produce an 
of X. 
No can be checked 
irredundant subset 
In most practical applications we have some a priori information about the sets in 
Fd that are to be reconstructed. Mathematically, this information is modeled in terms 
of a subclass 3 of Pd to which the solution must belong. For algorithmic purposes, 
an ejficient membership test for 9 must be available, i.e., a polynomial-time algorithm 
that accepts as input a set F E Fd and decides whether F E 9. The present paper will 
mainly focus on the full family Fd, and most results will only be stated for Fd. 
However, most of the results hold for a great variety of other subclasses 29 as well, 
without any significant change in their statements or their proofs. 
Let S,,..., S, be lines in Tl,d, and let YC 4 . Td Informally, our first algorithmic 
problem asks whether given X-sets Xi for S,, i = 1,. . . , m, encode the X-rays of some 
set FE 3. Using the conventions that 
d,mE N, and d,m32; 
93 c Fd; a polynomial-time algorithm is available that accepts as input a set 
F E 9’ and decides whether F E 3; 
for i=l,...,m: 
Uj E Zd\{O}, Si = lin {Yj}; 
Sl,..., S, E zl,d are different, 
this can be formalized as follows. 
CONSISTENCY~(SI, . . . , S,). 
Instance: For i = 1,. . . , m, an X-set Xi C Zd X N for Si. 
Question: Does there exist an F E Y such that Xi is a graph of Xs,F for i = 1,. . . ,m? 
Note that the lines S ,, . . . , S,,, are not part of the input but are given beforehand. 
We say that there is a solution for a given instance of a decision problem if the 
corresponding question has an affirmative answer. A necessary condition that there is 
a solution for an instance 9 = (Xl,. . . ,X, ) of CONSISTENCY&SI , . . . , S,,, ) is that the sums 
c (7: 32, z) EIY}, 
i=l , . . . , m, are all equal to some n, the cardinality of any solution. This condition can 
be checked efficiently. In the sequel we always assume that the condition is satisfied 
and denote by n = n(9) E N this cardinality. 
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For i=l,...,m, let 
Zi=Zi(Xi)={zEZd: (Z,T)EXi for some ZEN}. 
Then all solutions for JJ are contained in the lattice set 
G=G(y)= fi (Zi +S,) 
i=l 
called the grid associated with 9. The grid G can be computed in polynomial time from 
the sets Xi, . . ,X,. From this observation it follows easily that CONSISTENCY~(S~, . . . , S, ) 
belongs to NP. In fact, since G contains at most n2 points we may simply guess a 
set F of n points of G. Then we check whether FE 9 and, by counting, whether F 
has X-rays consistent with the input. This can be done in polynomial time. 
The grid G can be used to provide another convenient data structure, the grid 
representation (Y,, . , Y,) of 3. This is defined by setting 
for i= 1 , . . . , m. Typically, yi is of course not h-redundant. We can pass from (Xi,. . . ,X,) 
to (Yl,..., Y, ) in polynomial time and from (Yi , . . . , Y,) we can produce corresponding 
X-sets X{, . . . ,Xk in polynomial time. 
Another important algorithmic task involves checking the uniqueness of a solution. 
UNIQUENESSQ(S~, . . . , S,). 
Instance: An FE $9. 
Question: Does there exist F’ E G?\(F) such that XslF =XszF’ for i = 1,. . . , m? 
Note that UNIQUENESS~(S~, . . . , S,) actually checks nonuniqueness, but this way of defin- 
ing the problem puts it in the class NP. 
It is not too difficult to see that both problems are easy for 9 = Fd when m = 2. 
(This is also true for many other classes 3; however, see Section 5 for an open problem 
involving a particularly interesting class.) More precisely, CONSISTENCY~~~ (Sl , S2) and 
UNIQUENESS~~(S~,S~) can be solved in polynomial time. Proofs for the planar case can 
be found in [5, 12,221, and the general result is contained in [lo]. Our main results, 
Theorems 3.7 and 4.3, show that this is best possible in a very comprehensive sense: 
For d > 2 and m > 3 d@rent lines S,, . . . , S,,, in 9;~l,d, CONSISTENCY:~(&, . . . , S,) 
and UNIQUENESS~:~(&, . . . ,S,) are NP-complete in the strong sense. 
This result generalizes and sharpens previously known results. Young (private 
communication) showed the N P-hardness of CONSISTENCY~~(S~, Sz, SJ, S,) when 
Sl,..., S, are the four coordinate axes in lE4. He used this result to obtain the NP- 
hardness of a consistency problem for d = 2 and m = 4; however, the fourth direction 
is part of the input, so this is weaker than our result for CONSISTENCY~Z(S~,& S’s,&). 
Also, it is shown in [15, Section 4.11 (in the context of contingency tables), by a 
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transformation from LATIN SQUARE, that CONSISTENCY,~? (Sl , S,, & ) is N P-complete 
when S,, S,, S, are the coordinate axes in IE3. 
Our construction of special instances is such that they can represent, in principle, 
physically reasonable objects; see Remark 3.5. Therefore the Ni-completeness results 
obtained here seem to be an appropriate explanation of the algorithmic difficulties 
observed in practice. 
It is interesting to see how our results for UNIQUENESS,-~(SI, . . . , A',,, ) reflect difficulties 
in extending characterizations of uniqueness from m = 2 to m = 3. In [7] it is shown 
that a set in F2 is determined by its X-rays in the two coordinate directions if and 
only if it is additive. Here a set F E g-d is called additive with respect to {S,, . . . , Sm} 
if there exists a real-valued function f on 
Y={Z+Si: ZEP; i=l,...,m) 
such that 
p: c c f(S)>0 . 
SEY pa 
By introducing one variable for each line in Y that meets F, we can detect additivity 
by solving a simple linear feasibility problem. Therefore the additivity of F can be 
determined in polynomial time. By [8, Theorem 41, the characterization in [7] extends 
to sets in gd, d 3 2, and S,, S2 E _!?l,d. It follows that for m = 2, the uniqueness of 
a given solution can be decided in polynomial time by checking whether it is additive. 
On the other hand, [8, Theorem 31 shows that for m 23, additivity is more restrictive 
than uniqueness. Computationally, this is reflected in Theorem 4.3 below. 
Corresponding to the decision problem CONSISTENCY~,--~(SI, . . . , S,,,), there is the count- 
ing problem #(CONSISTENCY~,--~(S~ , . . . , S,)) that asks for the number of solutions. It is 
clear that this is no easier, and Corollary 3.8 shows that it is even #P-complete for 
m>3. 
From a practical point of view, the most relevant task is that of actually recon- 
structing a solution. RECONSTRUCTION&$, . . . , S,) is defined in a way similar to CON- 
SISTENCYg(S,, . . . , S,,,), the input being the same but the question replaced by the task 
of constructing a solution if one exists. RECONSTRUCTION~:~(S~,&) can be solved in 
polynomial time, as is shown in the papers referred to above for CONSISTENCY,~-~(&, &). 
For m > 3, its N P-hardness follows immediately from that of CONSISTENCY~~ (5’1,. . . , S,). 
By using an oracle for CONSISTENCY~(&‘I, . . . , S,,,) for subclasses B of Fd that are de- 
fined by prescribing or excluding points from any solution, we also see that RECON- 
STRUCTION9d (S, , . . . , S,) is NIP-easy. In this way, we obtain the following complete 
description of the computational complexity of the problem. 
For da2, and different lines Sl,Sz in Pl,d, RECONSTRUCTION~~(SI,S~) can be 
solved in polynomial time. For d >2 and m 23 difSerent lines S1,. . .,S,,, in LZl,d, 
RECONSTRUCTION~~ (SI ,. . . , S, ) is N P-equivalent. 
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For readers unfamiliar with computational complexity theory, we add a further re- 
mark on the relationship between consistency and reconstruction. When a real object is 
X-rayed and the data is exact, consistency is of course guaranteed. At first sight it might 
appear that under the additional promise that the instance is consistent, a polynomial- 
time algorithm for reconstruction might still be available even when m83. However, 
this is not true unless P = NP. Indeed, suppose such an algorithm was available. If we 
have an arbitrary, possibly inconsistent instance that we wish to check for consistency, 
we can run this algorithm anyway. There are three possibilities. Firstly, the algorithm 
may produce a ‘solution’. It must be a correct solution if the instance was consistent. 
Since we can check this in polynomial time, consistency is thereby also checked in 
polynomial time in this case. Secondly, the algorithm may halt with an (implicit) er- 
ror message, in which case the instance must be inconsistent. Finally, the algorithm 
may not terminate, but once the running time exceeds the polynomial upper bound for 
a consistent instance, we again know that the instance must be inconsistent. Therefore 
we have a polynomial-time algorithm for checking consistency, which is impossible by 
Theorem 3.7 below, unless P = NP. 
The negative complexity results of this paper help in understanding the algorithmic 
difficulties inherent in discrete tomography, but they do not eliminate the task of solv- 
ing practical instances of the problem. Some general techniques for producing exact 
solutions in the presence of NP-completeness are sketched in [lo]. 
We close this section with a few more pointers to the literature. The article [8] 
examines a linear programming relaxation of the reconstruction problem. The problem 
of reconstructing binary matrices from their row and column sums (sometimes for the 
purpose of data compression) is studied in [l, 5, 12, 13, 22, Section 6.3; 251. In [6], the 
number of contingency tables with given row and column sums is investigated. The pa- 
per [ 181 presents a method for reconstructing convex bodies from their continuous 
X-rays, based on an earlier approach in [19] for discrete X-rays. The articles [2,3, 131 
deal with the problem of reconstructing planar polyominoes from their horizontal and 
vertical line sums. Uniqueness theorems can be found in [2,4,9,21]. Finally, related 
problems in data security are discussed in [ 14, 151. 
3. The complexity of CONSISTENCY&!&, . . . , S,) 
The central purpose of this section is to show that CONSISTENCY.~~(SI,. . . ,&) is 
NP-complete for m > 3. We begin with some lemmas that reduce the problem to 
special cases. 
Lemma 3.1. There is a polynomial-time transformation from CONSISTENCY~(S, , 
. . . ,Sm) to CONSISTENCY,~,-_,(SI , . . . ,&,,+I). If the former problem is NP-hard in the 
strong sense, then so is the latter. 
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Proof. Let f = (Xl,. . ,X, ) be an instance of CONSISTENCY~(~'~ , . . . , S,,, ), and let 
G= fi (Zi+Si) 
i=l 
be the associated grid. By our general assumption, Sm+r = lin {u,+I} E 9,~ is different 
from S 1,. . . ,S,. The proof is based on the observation that for a suitably (but still 
polynomially) large A E N, a set F c G is a solution for 9 if and only if the set 
F’ = F U (h,+l + (G\F)) 
is a solution for a certain corresponding instance 9’ = (Xl,. . . ,XL+, ) of CONSISTENCY,~~ 
(Si,..., &+I). Here XA+t is a graph of X&,+, G and the grid associated with 9’ will 
be G’= GU(h,+1 + G), as we show below. 
To define A, let 
P= max max 
i=l,...,m ,DE(G+.‘$)~(G+S~,I 1 
where 11 Iloo denotes the maximum norm. Note that p can be computed in polynomial 
time by solving at most 1111 G12 systems of two linear equations in two variables. Let 
A = 2p + 1 and define 
yi’=I:U{(hm+l +zJGn(z+Si)l-7): (ZJ)EK}, 
for i=l ,.. .,m, where (Yl,..., Y,) is the grid representation of 9. Then (Y,‘, . . . , Yh, 
Xk+, ) is a consistent subset of Zd x N 0. For i = 1,. . . , m, let X/ be a maximal irre- 
dundant subset of &‘. Then y’=(X{,. . . , XA+l) is an instance of CONSISTENCY~~(~I, 
. . ..Sm+l). 
We claim that G’ is the grid associated with 9’. Note that G’ is contained in this 
grid. On the other hand, if q belong to the grid, then q E G + &,+I and for i = 1,. . . , m, 
there exists a point zi E G’ such that q E zi +Si. If zt , . . . ,z, all belong to G or all belong 
to Au,+, + G, then q E G’, and the claim is proved. Otherwise, there exist indices il 
and iz such that zi, E G and ziz E Au,+, + G. This implies that llqllm <p and also that 
114 - la,+1 Iloo d P. Hence 
2p+l=A<IlAu m+l IL d ll4llcc + II4 - &?2+1 llm d2P, 
a contradiction proving the claim. 
From the definition of A it follows that no line parallel to any of the lines St,. . . , S, 
can meet both G and Au,,,+, + G. It follows that for each solution F for JJ the set 
F’ = F U (h,+, + (G\F)) is a solution for 4’, and conversely, for each solution F’ 
for 9’ the subset F = F’ f? G is a solution for 9. 
The polynomial-time transformation constructed above also preserves strong NP- 
hardness. To see this, note that the only place where “large” numbers could possibly 
occur is in the computation of A. However, since the subspaces Si, . . . , S,,,,, are not 
part of the input, the vectors competing for the maximum norm are all of the form 
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x + pv,,,+i, where x E G and p is the scalar product of the difference of two points of 
G and a vector that is constant in terms of the input. 0 
Remark 3.2. Note that the transformation given in Lemma 3.1 preserves not only 
consistency but also uniqueness. This means that 9 has a unique solution if and only 
if #’ has a unique solution. This will be used in Section 4. However, the transformation 
is not parsimonious in general; see the proof of Corollary 3.8. 
The previous lemma shows that any polynomial-time algorithm for CONSISTENCY~~ 
1,. . . , &+I) can be used to construct a polynomial-time algorithm for CONSISTENCY,~-~ 
1,. . . , S,). We already know that the case m = 2 can be solved in polynomial time, 
so it will suffice to prove that the case m = 3 is strongly NP-complete. 
The next lemma provides a further reduction by showing that it suffices to consider 
two special problems. We adopt the following notation in the sequel. In lE3, let 
S:=lin{ei} for i=1,2,3, where el=(l,O,O), ez=(O,l,O), and es=(O,O,l), 
and in [E*. let 
ST=lin{ui} for i=1,2,3, where ul=(l,O), u2=(0,1), and us=(l,l). 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that S1, S2, S3 E 91,d and E = lin (Si u & u S3). 
1. If dimE = 3, there is a polynomial-time parsimonious transformation from 
CONSISTENCY~(S[, Sl, S;) to CONSISTENCY,~:~(&, SZ, S3). Zf the former problem is 
NP-hard in the strong sense, then so is the latter. 
2. If dimE = 2, there is a polynomial-time parsimonious transformation from 
CONSISTENCY~(S~, ST, S,* ) to CONSISTENCY~~(SI, 5’2, S3). If the former problem is 
NP-hard in the strong sense, then so is the latter. 
Proof. Recall that Si=lin{ai}, where UiEZd\{O}, i=1,2,3, and Sl, S2, and S3 
are different. Consider case (1 ), in which the vectors vi, 212, v3 are linearly indepen- 
dent. Let A : [E3 + Ed denote the linear map defined by Aei = Vi, i = 1,2,3. Suppose 
that 3’ = (X,l,X,l,Xj) is an instance of CONSISTENCY~--~(,$, Si,Si). Define Xi = {(Ax, z): 
(x,l)ET!}. Then 9=(_Xi,&,Xs) is an instance of CONSISTENCY,~~(SI,S~,S~). Let F’ 
be a solution for 9’ and let F = AF’. Then 
Fn(Ax+&)=A(F’n(x+S;)), 
so F is a solution for 9. Similarly, if F is a solution for 9, then F’ = A-IF is 
a solution for 4’ (where A-’ is the inverse of A on A( lE3) c Ed). 
Now consider case (2) in which 01, v2,vs are linearly dependent. Since vi,v2,vs are 
not part of the input, integers pi, p2, p3 can be found in constant time such that 
P3V3 = plvl + p2v2. 
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Let B: E2 + Ed denote the rank 2 linear map defined by Bui = pI vi, i = 1,2. Note that 
Bz.43 = ~3213, and for i = 1,2,3, lines parallel to Ui are mapped by B to lines parallel 
to vi. The rest of the proof is completely analogous to that for case (1). 
Finally, note that both transformations defined above run in strongly polynomial time 
and are parsimonious. 0 
We next prove that CONSISTENCY,~~ (Sl, Si, Sj ) and CONSISTENCY~,--~ (SF, S,*, ~7:: ) are 
NP-complete in the strong sense. Both proofs can be based on the same type of 
construction, but the former case is much easier. Therefore we shall give the proof 
for the latter case in detail and then briefly describe how it can be modified to yield 
a proof for the former case. 
Lemma 3.4. CONSISTENCY,~Z (SF, Sz, S: ) is N P-complete in the strong sense. 
Proof. The proof uses a transformation from the following well-known NP-complete 
problem (see [23] and also [ll, p. 2591). 
1 -IN-J-SAT. 
Instance: Positive integers r,s, a set V of Y variables, a set % of s clauses over V, 
where each clause consists of three literals. 
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for q that sets exactly one literal 
true in each clause? 
Let 9 = (r,s; V,W) be an instance of ~-IN-~-SAT. We shall construct an instance 
$* of CONSISTENCY,~Z(~‘:, ST, 5’;) such that there is a solution for 4” if and only 
if there is one for 4. Recall that SF = lin {Ui} for i = 1,2,3, where ~1 = (1, 0), 
u2 = (0, l), and 243 = (1, l), and that &‘(&*) denotes the set of all lines in E2 that 
are parallel to St*. Rather than defining $* in terms of X-sets, we shall proceed by 
defining functions fi : d(Si*) --f No that are candidates for the X-rays of a lattice 
set in the directions ui, i = 1,2,3. Satisfying truth assignments for 9 will correspond 
in a one-to-one fashion to subsets of the grid G associated with 4* that form solutions 
for .Y*. 
The grid G is determined by the Rmctions fi and the supports of the functions fi are 
determined by G. Our construction proceeds in stages, and we shall find it convenient 
to toggle between defining the functions fi and defining the grid G. 
The construction is somewhat involved, and we find it helpful to describe it by 
analogy with the design of a closed electronic circuit on a circuit board. The grid 
G will be a set of lattice points contained in this board, representing the pins. Their 
position will facilitate the routing of a truth assignment through the circuit in a way 
we shall explain in detail later. 
The circuit board is the rectangle 
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Fig. 1. The circuit board. 
where p and q are natural numbers to be specified later, with q > 3p + 2. The circuit 
basically consists of three different types of chips on square boards. There are two 
copies of an ‘initializing chip’ that encodes a truth assignment; a ‘clause chip’ that 
ensures that all clauses are checked for being satisfied; and four ‘connector chips’ that 
transfer the truth assignments from the initializing chip to the clause chip and back 
so as to close the circuit. The board for the clause chip is a square of side length 
q, while the boards for the other six chips are squares of side length p. The squares 
containing the initializing chip and its copy have their upper left comers at the origin 
and (0, -2p - l), respectively. The squares containing the connector chips have their 
upper left comers at (p + q, -2p - l), (p + q, -4p - q - 2), (lop + 5q + 5,0), and 
(lop + 5q + 5, -3p - 2q - 2). The square containing the clause chip has its upper 
left comer at (6p + 2q + 3, -4p - q - 2). See Fig. 1, where the two copies of the 
initializing chip are depicted as small black squares, the connector chips are shown as 
white squares and the clause chip is the large black square. All the chips have extra 
internal structure, some of which is illustrated and which will be described later. 
We define fi( T) = 0 for i = 1,2,3 and any line T parallel to SF not meeting one 
of the seven squares just described. We also define fs(T) = 0 for any line T parallel 
to 5’: meeting one of the connector chip boards and not containing one of their four 
diagonals. The position of the seven chips is such that these values of the functions 
fi imply that the grid G is entirely contained in the squares for the two copies of 
the initializing chip and the clause chip and the four diagonals of the squares for the 
connector chips. (The latter are emphasized in Fig. 1.) Fig. 2 shows how other parts 
of the circuit board are eliminated by the specified zero values of the functions fi. The 
light shaded area is eliminated by the values of f~, the medium shaded area is that 
additionally removed by the values of f2, and the white and the darker shaded areas 
are those further deleted by the values of f3. 
Observe that the spacing of the seven chips ensures that no line parallel to Sf meets 
more than one of them. This means that in checking the values of f3 for a possible 
solution F for 9*, one can check the part of F lying in each chip separately. Also, 
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Fig. 2. Confinement of the grid. 
no line parallel to 5’: or Sf meets more than two of the chips, 
fi(x+ST)=l if and only if (x+$)nG#0, 
for i = 1,2. Therefore if x E F lies in one chip, there can be 
and we will also have 
no point in F on the 
horizontal or vertical lines through x in any other chip. It is this property that allows 
the transfer of a truth assignment through the circuit. 
We now describe the internal details of the two copies of the initializing chip, the 
connector chips, and the clause chip. In view of the previous paragraph, this can be 
done to a large extent separately. 
The board for the initializing chip is the square J = [0, p] x [-p, 01. We will spec- 
ify inductively which lattice points in J belong to G, by selecting Y pairs of points 
Xj,Xi E Z2, one pair for each variable in 9. Here xj represents the literal of the 
jth variable in V, and xj represents the literal of its negation. In the first step, let 
JO= [0, l] x [-l,O], let SO= 1, and let XI =(l,O) and xi =(0,-l). Define 
fi(X1 +q>=fi<x: +s,*)=l, 
for i= 1,2,3, and 
fs($)=fs((l,-l)+$)=O. 
The points XI and x; belong to G, and exactly one of these belongs to any solution 
for 9*. Since x1,x; represent literals for the first variable, we can interpret this as 
specifying which of these literals is false in a truth assignment for 9. (The reason 
for choosing ‘false’ rather than ‘true’ will soon be apparent.) Note also that (0,O) and 
( 1, - 1) do not belong to any solution. 
The construction so far is depicted on the left of Fig. 3. The lattice points in JO 
are shown as small dots and points in G as large dots. The five lines are those for 
which the corresponding function fi has value 1. The same conventions hold for the 
center and right parts of Fig. 3. These represent complete initializing chips for two 
and four variables, respectively. They also indicate the second and third steps in the 
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Fig. 4. The doubling procedure for the initializing chip 
inductive procedure. We call this a ‘doubling procedure’, since in each step the number 
of variables encoded is doubled. Note also that the side length of the board is trebled 
in each step, so its size remains polynomially bounded. 
We now proceed with the formal description. Let k,. = [log, ~1. Suppose that for some 
k=O,... , k,. - 1, we have defined squares Jk = [0, Sk] x [-Sk, 0] and pairs of points Xj,Xj 
in G, j = 1,. . . ,zk. Define Jk+i = 3Jk and 
I 
Xzk+j=Xj +(bk,-2Sk) and X2kfj=X: f(bk,-hk), 
for j= l,..., 2k. Let GflJk+i = {Xj,Xj: j= l,..., 2kf’}. If Y < 2kr, we delete the extra 
points constructed from G. For i = 1,2,3 and x E Jk+l , let 
j-j(X + Si”) = l if (GnJk+l)n(X+$)#Q), 
0 otherwise. 
Then it is not difficult to check that exactly one of each pair xj,xi and no point in 
Jk+l\G belongs to any solution for 9*. See Fig. 4, which illustrates a typical step. 
The shading convention follows that of Fig. 2; it is important to note that the points 
at the upper left and lower right comers of each Jk do not belong to G. 
Let p be minimal such that J contains the points xi, x$, j = 1, . . . , Y. Then p <Sk,, 
and since 
Sk, = 3kr <3(2kr-‘)2 <3r2, 
we see that p is bounded by a polynomial in Y. 
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Fig. 5. A connector chip (on the right). 
Recall that the points xi,xj, j = 1,. , Y, represent the literals of the j variables in 9. 
If there is a solution for 4, the corresponding truth assignment selects for each j either 
xj or $. The set of Y points not selected satisfy the specified values of the functions 
fi and therefore are consistent with the existence of a solution for 9*. Conversely, 
the specified values of fs force any solution for Y* to contain exactly one of the pair 
Xj,Xj, for j= l,..., r. The corresponding r literals can then be regarded as those that 
are false in a truth assignment for 3. 
We next describe the construction of a typical connector chip in sufficient generality 
to cover the four connector chips shown in Fig. 1 as well as others required inside the 
clause chip. 
Suppose we are given a chip in the square K = [a, a I- p] x [b, b + p], where a, b E Z, 
with the property that JK n Gj = 27 and each line parallel to SF contains at most one 
point in K n G. A corresponding connector chip can be constructed in the square (t, 0)+ 
K for some t E N with t > p + 1. (For example, if the given chip is the initializing 
chip, then a = 0, b = -p, and t = lop + 5q + 5, so that the connector chip is at the 
upper right comer of Fig. 1.) The points in ((t, 0) + K) fl G are defined to be the 
2r points on the diagonal line (a + t, b) + S: that lie on a horizontal line through a 
point in K n G. See Fig. 5, which depicts a connector chip for an initializing chip for 
four variables. We define f;“((a + t, b) + Sf ) = r and let fi(x + ST) = 1 if and only 
if (x + ST) n G # 0 for i = 1,2. Then a point x E K belongs to a solution F for 4* 
if and only if the corresponding point y E (t, 0) + K on the same horizontal line as x 
does not belong to F. If x represents a literal, then y represents the same literal, with 
the opposite truth value. In this way the encoding of a truth assignment is transmitted 
(in a negated form) from the given chip to the connector chip. 
By considering vertical lines instead of horizontal ones, we can similarly construct 
a connector chip in the square (0, -t) + K for some t E N with t 2 p + 1. 
As shown in Fig. 1, there is a copy of the initializing chip contained in the square 
J’ = (0, -2p - 1) + J. We define 
J’nG=(O,-2p- l)+(JnG), 
and for i = 1 and 3 and x E J’, define 
fi(x + Ls; ) = 
1 if (GnJ’)n(x+S~)#0, 
0 otherwise. 
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Fig. 6. The clause chip for a single clause. 
The previous definition holds also for i = 2, from our choice for the initializing chip. 
These values of f2 ensure that the truth assignment is transmitted in negated form 
from one copy of the initializing chip to the other. In particular, the points in J’ n F, 
where F is a solution for Y*, represent literals that are true in a truth assignment 
for 9. 
Finally, we turn to the clause chip. We begin by showing how a single clause is 
encoded. Consider the clause C = (w;, V w12 V wi, ) E G9, where Wi, E {ui,, lvi,}. It will 
be convenient in the description of the clause chip to define it inside the square 
L = [O,q] x [-q, 01, though its actual position is that already explained above. With 
this understanding, the part of the chip for our single clause is contained in the square 
Lo = [0,4p + 31 x [-4p - 3,0]. The relevant points in G are contained in the diagonals 
of six subsquares of side length p, namely, 
A45=(3p+3,-2p-2)+J, andMg=(3p+3,-3p-3)+J, 
where J= [0, p] x [-p,O], as before. See Fig. 6, which illustrates the example 
c = (u, v v2 v Xi). 
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The squares Mi and M6 just contain connector chips as described above, each with 
2r grid points in their diagonals representing literals. The squares A42 and A43 actually 
encode the clause (wi, V w,, V wi,). The three points in A42 n G are vertical translates 
of the points in Mi that represent the literals wi,, wiz, wi,, while the (2r - 3) points 
in A43 n G are vertical translates of the points in A41 n G representing the remaining 
literals. The sets A44 n G and MS n G are the appropriate horizontal translates of A42 n G 
and M3 n G, respectively. We define fs(x + S,*) = r, 1, (r - l), 2, (r - 2), and r, for 
x=(0,-p), (0, -2p - l), (O,-3p - 2), (3p + 3, -2p - l), (3p + 3, -3p - 2), and 
(3p + 3, -4p - 3), respectively, as shown on Fig. 6. (These are the lines containing 
the diagonals of the six subsquares.) We also define fi(x + ST) = 1 if and only if 
(X+$)nG # 0, for i= 1,2. 
Suppose there is a solution for 9. Then the corresponding truth assignment selects 
for each j either xj or x$ in the initializing chip, whichever represents a false literal. 
This assignment is transferred in negated form via the copy of the initializing chip and 
two connector chips to the chip Ml, where the original truth assignment is preserved, 
in the same order; see Fig. 1. Therefore we select the r points on the diagonal of 
M1 representing the false literals in the truth assignment. The truth assignment sets 
exactly one literal true in C, so we select the corresponding point on the diagonal of 
A42. On the diagonal of A43 we select the (r - 1) points representing the remaining 
true literals. On the diagonal of A44 we select the 2 literals in C that are false, and 
on the diagonal of MS we select the (r - 2) points representing the remaining false 
literals. On the diagonal of&&j we select the r points representing the true literals in 
the truth assignment. If there is only one clause, the assignment is directly transferred 
again via the other two connector chips back to the initializing chip. The set of points 
selected in this way satisfy the specified values of the functions fi and therefore are 
consistent with the existence of a solution for Y*. Conversely, the specified values of 
f3 force any solution for 4* to contain exactly one point on the diagonal of A&, and 
the corresponding literal can then be regarded as the one in the clause C that is true. 
When there is more than one clause, truth assignments are transferred in a similar 
fashion. The clause chip is built recursively, following a doubling procedure very sim- 
ilar to that employed for the initializing chip (with the addition of two extra connector 
chips). 
Let I, = [log, $1, where s is the number of clauses in 9. Suppose that 2’ clauses, 
where 0 d 1 cl,, have been encoded according to the prescription detailed above for 
the first clause, with the relevant points in G for all 2’ clauses contained in a square 
,&I = [O,tl] x [--t/,0]. The next 2’ clauses are encoded in the square (3tr+p, -3tl-p)+ 
L,, again according to the prescription for the first clause. These two squares are shown 
in black in Fig. 7, and both are contained in the square LI+I = [O,tl+l] x [-tl+l,O], 
where tl+, = 4t, + p. Two connectors are required to transfer the truth assignment from 
one group of clauses to the next. These are shown in white in Fig. 7 and have their 
upper left comers at (2tl, -tr + p) and (2tf, -3tj - p). (Note that the points at the 
upper left and lower right comers of each Li do not belong to G.) The values of 
the functions fi for lines parallel to ST meeting L~+I follow the conventions already 
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Fig. 7. The doubling procedure for the clause chip 
given and it is easy to check that then the points in LI,I n G are contained in the two 
black squares and the diagonals of the two connectors. Of course, we terminate the 
construction when we have encoded the sth clause. 
Let q be minimal such that L contains the points in G used in encoding the clauses. 
Note that q b3p + 2, as required for the earlier part of the construction illustrated in 
Fig. 2 (in fact, q b to = 4p + 3, cf. Fig. 6). Then q < t , I,, and a simple calculation shows 
that 
tl, = f[4’$(13p+9) - p]<4sZ(5p+ 3)<12s2(5u2+ l), 
so q is polynomially bounded in s and r. 
This completes the definition of the instance X* of CONSISTENCY~,--~(S~, Sz, A’,*). The 
construction guarantees that G is precisely the grid associated with 4*. If F is a 
solution for ,a*, then F c G, and J’ n F (where J’, defined above, contains one copy 
of the initializing chip) yields a truth assignment for Y. In the chip for each clause in 
V, there is a line 1 parallel to ~3 such that G n I consists of three points representing 
the literals in that clause. The single point F n 1 indicates which of these three literals is 
true, so we obtain a solution for 9. Conversely, a solution for Y provides a satisfying 
truth assignment that yields a solution F c G for 9* via the correspondence explained 
above. Since the transformation runs in polynomial time, the proof is complete. 0 
Remark 3.5. From the point of view of crystallography, the previous construction may 
seem somewhat irrelevant, since crystals do not have their atoms distributed extremely 
sparsely over a huge region. However, it is easy to see that we can replace the entire 
construction by its ‘photographic negative’. To be specific, let B be the rectangle for the 
circuit board in the construction of 9*. For i = 1,2,3, let gi = 0 on each line parallel 
to ST not meeting B. Define 
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for i= 1,2,3 and XE BITT?*. If F is a solution for 9*, then F'=(BnZ*)\F is a 
solution for the new instance in which the function fi is replaced by gi, i = 1,2,3. 
Such a lattice set F' is essentially a solid rectangular block of lattice points representing 
a ‘crystal’ with relatively few ‘impurities’ or missing atoms. 
The following result was proved in [15, Corollary 4.21. We sketch an alternative 
proof obtained by the method of Lemma 3.4. 
Lemma 3.6. CONSISTENCY~,-_,(S~,S~, i) is FVP-complete in the strong sense. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 3.4, so we shall just indicate briefly 
the necessary modifications. 
It is necessary to construct a set G’ c Z3 and functions f: : &(,I$) --f No that are can- 
didates for the X-rays of a lattice set in the directions ei, i = 1,2,3, in such a way that 
G’ is the grid associated with the corresponding instance of CONSISTENCY~~(S~,S~,S~). 
The pairs of points xj,x; selected for G’ in the initializing chip can be placed at 
(j,O,2j-2) and (j,O,2j- l), j=l,..., Y. In the proof of Lemma 3.4, the rest of 
the set G consisted of subsets of sets of 2r points contained in diagonal lines. The 
remaining part of G’ consists of subsets of sets of 2r points contained in vertical lines; 
specifically, subsets of sets of the form 
{(a,,a*J)EZ3: P=l,..., 2r). 
In the proof of Lemma 3.4, each such subset of G was a translate in the direction UI 
or -2~ of a previously defined subset. The construction of G’ proceeds in a similar 
fashion, where translates in the direction el or e2 are used instead. The values of the 
functions fi’ also follow those of the functions fi in the proof of Lemma 3.4. 0 
Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, and 3.6 immediately yield our main result: 
Theorem 3.7. For m 2 3, CONSISTENCY,~T~(S~, . . . , S,) is NP-complete in the strong 
sense. 
Since the counting version #(~-IN-~-SAT) is #P-complete, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.8. For m k 3, #(CONSISTENCY~,--~(S~, . . . , S,,,)) is #P-complete. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.7 shows how to construct from a given instance of 
~-IN-~-SAT a corresponding instance of CONSISTENCY~~(~‘, , _ . . , S, ). Every transformation 
used except that in the proof of Lemma 3.1 is parsimonious. Therefore the result 
already follows when m = 3. Assume, then, that m 24. 
For each j = 3,. . , m - 1, the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows how to construct from an 
instance 9 of CONSISTENCY.~~(S~, . . . , Sj) an instance 4’ of CONSISTENCY,~~(SI, . . . , $+I). 
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Note that this construction ensures that 9 and 9’ have equal numbers of solutions 
unless 4 admits different solutions with the same X-rays in the direction Oj+l This 
can only occur if Sj+l is contained in lin (Sl U . . . U Sj). 
We illustrate how to deal with this difficulty by supposing initially that m = 4 and 
dim(SI u&u&u&)=2. By Lemma 3.3, we may assume that &=Sf, i= 1,2,3 and 
so lin(S1 U . . . U Sd) = E2. Let Y* be the instance of CONSISTENCY~(SF, Sf ,5’:) con- 
structed in Lemma 3.4, and let C1 and Cz be the squares of side length p containing 
the connector chips at the top right and bottom right, respectively, of Fig. 1. From 
Y* we use Lemma 3.1 to construct an instance f* of CONSISTENCY,~~(S:, ST, ST, S,). 
Suppose that SJ meets the interior of the second and fourth quadrants. The crucial 
observation is that since any solution for 9 * is completely determined by its points 
on the diagonal of Cl, Y* and f* will have equal numbers of solutions unless there 
is a line T parallel to Sd that meets Cl and a point in the grid G outside Cl. This 
can only occur if T meets Cl and either C2 or the copy of the initializing chip at 
the top left of Fig. 1. A similar argument applies if S, meets the interior of the first 
and third quadrants. In this case 9* and f* will have equal numbers of solutions 
unless there is a line T parallel to S, that meets Cz and either Cl or the square of side 
length p at the bottom right of the clause chip. In either case, for these situations to 
arise, the slope of T must be either very small or very large in absolute value. Since 
this slope equals that of &, which is not part of the input, this can only happen for 
instances j* arising from instances of ~-IN-~-SAT with a small number of clauses. We 
can therefore assume this does not occur and that the construction of Lemma 3.1 is 
actually parsimonious. 
The general argument proceeds as follows. We first use Lemma 3.4 or 3.6, according 
to whether dim(S1 U S2 U 5’3 ) = 2 or 3. We then apply Lemma 3.1 (m - 3) times, the jth 
application resulting in an instance of CONSISTENCY.+, (Sl, . . , Sj+s) with an associated 
grid contained in a larger ‘circuit board’. This larger circuit board is, by the construction 
of Lemma 3.1, the vector sum of a line segment and the previous circuit board, so it is 
a zonotope whose dimension dj is either the same as or one higher than before. If the 
dimension increases, the corresponding transformation is parsimonious. If the dimension 
does not increase, an argument similar to the one for the special case considered above 
shows that the corresponding transformation is still essentially parsimonious. Indeed, it 
is easy to see, by induction on j, that the zonotopal circuit board has a subset of its 
vertices with the property that (i) there are small ‘connector chips’ at these vertices 
such that the intersection of any solution with any of these connector chips completely 
determines the solution, and (ii) the cones of outer normals at these vertices cover a 
half space. It follows that the corresponding transformation is still parsimonious unless 
Sj+, meets a small region of the unit sphere of that dimension, and, as above, this can 
only happen for instances arising from instances of ~-IN-~-SAT with a small number of 
clauses. ??
The previous result does not imply that UNIQUENESS,~~(S,, . . . , S,) is FV P-complete 
for m 2 3; this problem will be addressed in the next section. 
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4. The complexity of UNIQUENESS,~(&, . . . , S,) 
For some classes 9 and certain sets {SI, . . . , &} of l-dimensional subspaces, it is 
possible to guarantee the uniqueness of solutions to X-ray problems of the type under 
consideration; see [9]. In such cases UNIQUENESS~~~(,~~, . . . S,) is of course trivial. In 
general, however, we do not have such uniqueness results, so the complexity of deciding 
uniqueness is not so clear. An efficient method for solving UNIQUENESS~~(S~, . . . , S,) 
could, from a practical point of view, be regarded as a nearly complete cure for the 
lack of general characterizations of uniqueness. 
It is known that UNIQUENESS~~(SI, S,) is easy (see [lo]), but our main result in this 
section is again negative. Its proof uses two other problems which we now define and 
whose hardness we shall establish. The first is the following version of ~-IN-~-SAT. 
MONOTONE- 1 IN-~-SAT 
Instance: Positive integers r,s, a set V of r variables, a set %? of s clauses over V, 
where each clause consists of three variables (i.e., no variables are 
negated). 
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for g that sets exactly one variable 
true in each clause? 
As is remarked in [ 1 I], this problem is NP-complete in the strong sense. Since we 
have not found a published proof of this, we include one as a service to the reader. 
Proposition 4.1. MONOTONE-~-IN-~-SAT is NP-complete in the strong sense. 
Proof. Clearly MONOTONE-~-IN-~-SAT is in the class NP. To show that the problem is 
N P-complete, we exhibit a polynomial-time transformation from 1 -IN-~-SAT. 
Let 3 = (r, s; V, g) be an instanCe Of 1-IN-3-SAT. We construct an instance 9’ Of 
MONOTONE-~-IN-~-SAT as follows. If 9 does not contain any negated variable, it is 
already an instance of MONOTONE-~-IN-~-SAT and there is nothing to be done. Otherwise, 
for each negated variable 1~ we introduce four new variables yx, a,, b,, c,, substitute 
7x where it occurs in each clause in %? by y,, and adjoin to w the following three 
new clauses: 
CI=(xvy,Va,), Cz=(xVy,Vb,), C3=(a,Vb,Vc,). 
Suppose there is a solution for 9. We obtain a solution for 9’ by keeping the truth 
assignments where possible, setting the new variable yx to true if TX is true, and setting 
a, and b, to false and c, to true. 
Conversely, suppose that there is a solution for 9’. Then the new clauses ensure that 
exactly one of the variables x and yx is true. In JJ we set 1x to yx and use the truth 
assignments for those variables in the solution for 4’ that occur in 4. This yields the 
required solution for 9. ??
The above transformation is parsimonious, so it follows from the #P-completeness 
Of #(I-IN-3-SAT) that #(MONOTONE-1-IN-3-SAT) iS #P-Complete. 
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We now introduce the second of the problems mentioned above. 
UNIQUE-l-IN-S-SAT 
Instance: Positive integers r,s, a set V of r variables, a set %Y of s clauses over V, 
where each clause consists of three literals, and a truth assignment for 
which exactly one literal in each clause is true. 
Question: Is there a truth assignment diflerent from the given one for which exactly 
one literal in each clause is true? 
Lemma 4.2. UNIQUE-~-IN-~-SAT is NiFD-complete in the strong sense. 
Proof. Clearly UNIQUE-~-IN-~-SAT belongs to the class NP. For the proof of NP- 
hardness we describe a transformation from MONOTONE-~-IN-~-SAT. 
Let Y=(r,s;V,%?), where V={XI ,..., x,.} and V={Cl,..., Cs}, be an instance 
of MONOTONE-~-IN-~-SAT. We first construct an instance y’ of what may be called 
UNIQUE-~-IN-~-SAT, defined in the same way as UNIQUE-~-IN-~-SAT but with four literals 
in each clause instead of three. To this effect, we adjoin to V the new variable a and 
replace V by the new clauses 
{Cl V a: i = 1,. . . ,s}. 
To complete the definition of 9’, we need a truth assignment for which exactly one 
literal in each clause is true. Since 9 contains no negated variables, this is obtained 
by setting all variables X, to false, and a to true. 
Suppose that there is a solution for 4. If we keep the truth assignment in this 
solution for the variables xi and set the new variable a to false, we obtain a truth 
assignment for 9’, different from the one above, for which exactly one literal in each 
clause is true. Therefore there is a solution for Y’. 
Conversely, suppose that there is a solution for 9, so there are two different truth 
assignments with precisely one true variable in each clause. Then in one of them, a 
must be false. Since 9’ contains the clauses Ci V a, i = 1 , . . . , s, this implies that exactly 
one variable in each Ci is true, so there is a solution for 9. 
To complete the proof we give a suitable transformation from UNIQUE-~-IN-~-SAT to 
UNIQUE-1-IN-3-&T. Consider any clause 
(Yl v Y2 v y3 v Y4) 
in a given instance of the former. We introduce new variables ZI ,z2,23 and replace the 
clause by the four clauses 
thereby obtaining a corresponding equivalent instance of UNIQUE-~-IN-~-SAT. It is easy to 
check that this transformation is parsimonious and that the entire transformation from 
MON~T~NE-~-IN-~-S.~T runs in polynomial time. 0 
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We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.3. For m 2 3, UNIQUENESS~,--~(SI , . , . , S, ) is N [ID-complete in the strong sense. 
Proof. Clearly UNIQUENESS~~ (SI , . . . ,S,) is in the class NP. Let f be an instance 
of UNIQUE-~-IN-~-SAT. Then f contains a solution for the corresponding instance j 
of ~-IN-~-SAT. By following the proof of Theorem 3.7, we obtain from 9 an instance 
3’ of CONSISTENCY~~~ (SI , . . . , S,) for which we know one solution, and therefore a 
corresponding instance f’ of UNIQUENESS,~I (SI , . . . , S,). Now there is a solution for 
$’ if and only if there is one for f, because all the transformations used preserve 
uniqueness. 0 
5. Further results, remarks, and open problems 
5.1. Prescribing parts of solutions 
Let 0 <A < 1. Consider the following problem, in which the position of at least the 
fraction I of points in a solution is prescribed. Recall that n(9) is the number of 
points in any solution for an instance 9 of CONSISTENCYB(SI, . . . , S, ). 
PRESCRIBED;,CONSISTENCY~(SI, . . . , S,). 
Instance: For i = 1 , . . , m, an X-set Xi for Si; a set K with I < [K//n(9). 
Question: Does there exist a set FE 9 with KC F such that X;: is the graph of 
Xs,F for i= l,...,m? 
The corresponding uniqueness problem PRESCRIBEDj.UNIQLJENESSg(SI, . . . , S,) and 
counting problem #(PRESCRIBEDj,CONSISTENCYg(SI, . . . , S,)) are defined analogously. 
Theorem 5.1. For m > 3, the problems PRESCRIBEDj.CONSISTENCY,~d(SI, . . , , S ) and 
PRESCRIBEDj.UNIQUENESSyd (SI , . . . , S,) are NP-complete in the strong sense. The 
problem #(PRESCRIBEDj.CONSISTENCYFd(SI, . . . , S,)) is #P-COmpkte for m > 2. 
Proof. To prove the first assertion and the case m 3 3 of the second, we give a parsi- 
monious and strongly polynomial-time transformation from CONSISTENCY~~~(SI , . . . , S,,,). 
Let 9 be an instance of CONSISTENCY~,--~(SI, . . . , S,) specified informally by functions 
fi : &(A’,) + No and with associated grid G. Suppose that E = lin (SI U Sz). Let x E G, 
and let P, be the smallest nondegenerate lattice parallelogram in x + E with sides 
parallel to SI and S, that contains G n (x +E). Suppose that P, = q+ [0, l]wI + [0, l]w~, 
where q is a vertex of P, and WI, 149 are vectors parallel to SI, S2, respectively. Let 
O<kl, p= [2/(1 -A)], 
Qx = (q + VA 11~1 + [Z ~1~2) n @, 
and K = U,,, Qx. 
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For i=l ,...,m, define f::&(S;)-,Na by 
f;(T) = fi(T) + lK n TI, 
where T E &(sj). Let 3’ be the instance of PRESCRIBEDj,CONSlSTENCY,Fd(Si,. . ,&) spec- 
ified informally by the functions f/, i = 1,. . . , m, and the set K. It is clear that the grid 
associated with 9’ is contained in UxEG ((QX UP,) n Z!). 
If F is a solution for 9, then F’ = F U K is a solution for 9, since 
Xs,F’(T)=Xs,F(T)+X~,K(T>=fi(T>+ IKnT(=f;(T), 
for each T E &(Si). Conversely, a solution F’ for 9’ must contain K, so it yields the 
solution F = F’\K for 9. Observe also that by the choice of 1-1, 
l  < (1 - Am - 2) \ 21 . 
It follows that 
lFldK-7~ 2A 
(1 - A)@ - 2)lGl d (1 - AMI 
1” : 
and therefore 
~(9’) = IF’1 = IFI + IKI < lKI/Iv. 
It remains to show that #(PRESCRIBEDJ,CONSISTENCY.~~(S~, 5’2)) is #P-complete. By 
applying a linear transformation, if necessary, as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we can 
assume that d = 2 and Si = $, i = 1,2. We shall define a suitable transformation from 
the well-known #P-complete problem PERMANENT (see [26]) of computing the perma- 
nent of a binary matrix. 
Let A = (a,,) be a given t x t binary matrix. For r, s = 1,. . . , t, let p,. and v, denote 
the number of zeros in row Y and column s, respectively. 
Let p = [At/( 1 - A)]. We define functions fj : d(S~ ) + No, i = 1,2 as follows: 
( 
pL,+ 1 if Y=l,...,t, 
fl((O,-r)+S:)= t if r=t+ l,...,t+ p, 
0 otherwise, 
M&o)+$)=v,+ PS 1, 
for s= l,..., t, and fi = 0 otherwise. Let 
K’ = {(s, --r): IX,, = O}U{(s,-r): s=l,..., t;r=t+1 ,...,t+p}. 
Let I be the instance of PRESCRIBED;.CONSISTENCY~~(S~,S~) specified informally by 
the functions fi, i = 1,2, and the set K’. Observe that any solution for 9 must contain 
K’ and that 
An(9)<;l(t + p)t<tpdIK’(, 
as required. 
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Let P = (pr,s) be a t x t permutation matrix obtained from A by replacing all but t 
l’s in A by 0’s. Let 
F = {(s, -r): py,, = I} u K’. 
It is easy to check that F is a solution for 9. Conversely, let F be a solution for 9 and 
let P = (/?r,s) be the t x t binary matrix such that pr,s = 1 if and only if (s, -r) E F\K’. 
Then P is a permutation matrix obtained from A by replacing all but t l’s in A by 0’s. 
Therefore such matrices are in one-to-one correspondence with solutions for 9, so the 
number of the latter is just the permanent of A. 0 
5.2. A Helly number for consistency. 
For CONSISTENCYyd(S, , . . . ,S,) we have seen that there is a jump in complexity 
from m = 2 to m > 3. This is naturally mirrored by the fact that for m > 3, there is not 
necessarily a solution for an instance of CONSISTENCY~~(S,, . . . ,S,) even if there are 
solutions for the corresponding instances of CONSISTFNCY~~ (Si, , Si, ), for all 2-element 
subsets {Si,,Si,} of {Sl , . . . , &}. A specific example in Z2 results from defining 
fi((w+~:)=fd(w+q+Y=~, 
and fi = 0, i = 1,2,3, otherwise. 
Since there is no further jump in complexity from m = 3 to any higher value of m, it 
is natural to ask whether the consistency of any three of four candidate X-rays implies 
the consistency of all four. The following example shows that this is not the case. 
Fig. 8 illustrates solutions for four consistency problems, each obtained by consider- 
ing three of the four X-sets in a certain instance f of CONSISTENCY,~-~(SI,. . . ,&), where 
the l-dimensional subspaces Si, i = 1,. . . ,4, are parallel to the directions shown. The 
black points in each of the four 3 x 3 grids on the lefi indicate the solutions, and from 
these the reader may easily construct suitable functions fi : d(&) -+ No (or X-sets X,), 
i= l,..., 4, defining Y. There is no solution for 9, however. In fact, the functions f3 
and f4 force any solution for 9 to contain the black points at the corners of the 3 x 3 
grid on the right of Fig. 8. Moreover, f4 requires precisely one of the grey points to 
belong to any solution, but each of these is incompatible with either fl or f2. 
For a class 9 c gd, we define the Helly number for consistency H(Y) to be the least 
integer h such that there is a solution for any instance 9 of CONSISTENCY&S,, . . . ,S,) 
whenever there are solutions for all corresponding consistency problems obtained by 
considering h of the m X-sets in 9. 
Suppose that U(9) denotes the least integer such that sets in a class 9 are uniquely 
determined by X-rays in any set of U(Y) mutually nonparallel lattice directions. Con- 
sider an instance 3 of CONSISTENCYY(SI , . . . , S,,, ), where m 2 U(9)+ 1, and suppose that 
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sl, s2,s3 
f 
Sl,S,,S4 
000 
0.0 
0.0 
Y s2, s3, s4 
Fig. 8. Any three, but not all four X-sets yield consistency. 
there are solutions for all corresponding consistency problems obtained by considering 
(U(s) + 1) of the m X-sets in 9. Let F E 9 be a solution for one of these problems, 
say that arising from the X-sets xi, i E J, where J c { 1,. . . , m} and IJI = U(9) + 1. 
Suppose that io~{l,..., m}\J and let J’ be a set consisting of io together with any 
U(g) of the elements in J. Then there is a solution F’ for the problem arising from 
the X-sets Xi, i E J’. By uniqueness, F’ = F, and it follows that F is a solution for 4. 
We conclude that H(g) < U(g) + 1. 
It follows that at least one nontrivial class of lattice sets admits a finite Helly number 
for consistency. Let Vd denote the class of convex lattice sets, where a set FE Bd 
is a convex lattice set if F = Zd n conv F. By a result in [9], X-rays in any 7 mutu- 
ally nonparallel lattice directions determine planar convex lattice sets uniquely. By the 
previous paragraph, we have H(%Z2) d 8. 
5.3. Open problems 
We do not know whether for every 9 c 9’ a finite value of H(9) implies that 
U(g) is also finite. 
Among problems for the class Fd of the type considered in the previous sections, 
only the complexity of #(CONSISTENCY.~~(S~,&)) remains open. We conjecture that this 
is #P-complete. In this context, work in [6] on the number of contingency tables with 
given row and column sums should be mentioned. It is shown in [6] that the counting 
version is #P-complete, but a randomized polynomial-time algorithm is also devised. 
Another open question concerns the complexity of CONSISTENCY~~(S~ , . . . , S,,, ) for 
d > 2 and m 22. Note, however, that UNIQUENES+(S~, . . . , S,) can be solved in polyno- 
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mial time (trivially) for any d 32 and m 2 7 whenever at least 7 of the l-dimensional 
subspaces SI , . . . ,S, are coplanar, and also for certain sets of only four l-dimensional 
subspaces; see [9]. 
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